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"The Chinese are simply too atmospheric." Finkin Gaiter said cheerfully, that smile talking model,
as well as attitude, and Lin Hao as if they were many years of good friends, there is no conflict
between the two, his face is not injured by Lin Hao, this shameless degree, really is no face to
look at ......

Avril could not believe that this was the so-called Finkin Gaiter, once the first in line heir
of the Gaiter family, the heir of the Gaiter family who had oppressed their family, how could he

be such a spineless person?

Anna lowered her head, turned away, and inside the eyes of the public, she slapped herself
hard, with a look of remorse, the crowd watching was absolutely stunned, what was this drama
again?

"Thank you Mr Lim for not killing me." Finkin-Gate then said excitedly, to be honest, he
was really scared, originally thought he was really going to die, after all, Lin Hao strength so
terrifying ...... but Lin Hao said he was going to not kill him, he couldn't be happy, could he not
be excited? "Mr. Lin, then I will leave now, do not disturb your elegance, will never appear in
front of you again, you just pretend that I did not exist ......" This time not only just Finkin-Gate
get up and ready to go, paralyzed on the ground butler is also instant spirit are said The

housekeeper, who had a feeling of having taken a trip from the ghost gate, especially when he got
up, did not forget to glare at George's situation, and had been secretly lucky to say that Lin Hao

was so atmospheric and he was not in trouble George's heart went cold because he was missed by
the Gait family ......

Just when everyone thought that this farce was over, Lin Hao's voice rang out again, that
cold voice that made Finkin-Gate's scalp tingle, "Did I say that I let you go?"



Finkin-Gate's body stayed straight on the spot, holding his? Lu Fuyan Wu Fuyan Lu Shan

Yi? The official's body trembled violently, this ...... are said not to kill, is not the same as letting
go? This is now not the same as out of the word?

Finkin-Gate frowned, swallowed, fear in fear, and a hint of self-reproach, inside the eyes
of the old butler as well as the mercenary squad leader's attention, asked in a whisper,
"Lin...didn't Mr. Lin say, said not to kill me...us? How come you've gone back on your word
now?"

Lin Hao was amused by Finkin-Gate's ridiculousness, saying he wouldn't kill you, he
didn't say he'd let you go, did he? And this cute expression on your face, it's really unbearable,
a look like a sufferer, making it seem like I've done something to you, wrong to you ......

"I said I wouldn't kill you, but I didn't say I'd let you go. Do you know what it means to

be spared a deadly crime or a living one? Now that you're here, have some fun around me before
you go, this Toulouse, there are still many places I'm not familiar with, with a guide like you, it
will be much easier for me to understand, and there are so many of your Gaiters' minions, if they
upset me a bit, I can have some fun with you then, you know, they can upset me not by making

me hurt and lose something, but just like you, appearing in my in front of me, it'll make me
unhappy!" Lin Hao said to Finkin Gatt, his meaning was simple, the Gatt family was now out there

putting the word out that they would stop at nothing to find him as long as they had news of Lin
Hao, obviously this news had a powerful appeal to others outside the Gatt family, people like
George for example, he was very annoyed that such minions kept appearing because there were

just too many people without eyesight, Hades was good, brats were hard to deal with. Of course,
even the biggest Hades is nothing in front of him ......
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"Phew!" After hearing this, Finkin-Gate wiped his sweat, then let out a big breath, his whole body
was much more relaxed, thinking, if you had said this earlier, I wouldn't have had to be so scared,
"Mr. Lin, if you had said this earlier, I wouldn't have had to be scared ......" Finkin Gaiter said so

with a gently reproachful tone, only to see Lin Hao's icy look after finishing, immediately

changed his words, "I will make sure that no one from the Gaiter family will appear around you,
and I will definitely help you clean up anyone outside the Gaiter family!"

When he finished, he turned back to the mercenary squad leader and gave him a sharp

kick, "Jelly, didn't you get Mr. Lin's point? This George-whatever, take it to a place and dispose

of it!"

Jelly nodded his head like a rattle, and then walked towards George with a murderous

look on his face ......

George panicked, his whole body instantly went cold from head to toe, he looked around,
when he saw Ai Weier, he thought of his relationship with Ai Weier, then hurriedly ran to Ai
Weier's feet, grabbed her feet and begged for mercy, "Ai Weier, Ai Weier, please, please
apologize toMr. Lin for me, please let him let me go, I am willing to work for him, AiWeier. Can
you please save me for the sake of our childhood together? I beg you ......" George said while

crying, his humble appearance was heartbreaking ......

Avril's face was slightly red, although she was wearing thin stockings, but George's grip
on her leg still gave him a slight strange feeling, as mentioned earlier, Avril had not been in love
for so many years because of George, so she seldom had contact with the opposite sex, and it was
the first time that George grabbed her thigh like this ......

She hurriedly kicked George away, but George would not let go, this is now her last straw,
if she let go, she would really die ......



Avril was starting to panic, it was hard to kick away, especially with Lin Hao next to her,
if Lin Hao thought she was an indecent woman, it would be too remorseful ......

"George, you should be begging Mr. Lin, not me!" Avril pushed George away as hard as

she could, but George was determined and wouldn't let go, Avril was sweating profusely, but still
couldn't kick George, after all, George was still a man, his strength must be greater than hers ......

"No! Avril, only you can save me, just go and beg Mr. Lin and he will let me go ......
Avril, just ask, just ask ......" George was crying like a man, not like a man at all, but he knew
how he should choose between life and death, Jelly's killing intent made him take just one look,
he felt his whole body was suffocating, this is really to be taken away by Jelly, I am afraid that

really people will be lost ......

His greatest hope now is to live well, he is still young, he does not want to die ......

Avril said, "Then you send away your hand first!"

"I won't!" George replied, shouting hysterically, "I won't let go until you beg Lin Hao!"

Anna's amber eyes flickered incessantly, such a scene she hadn't seen before, she looked
almost as beautiful as Avril, and there were even times when people liked her a little more because
her coldness gave her a lot of points, men are always like that, they like to hunt, and she was

definitely a senior prey as a prey, noble and cold, giving people a feeling of unconquerability ......



Avril is not the same, her temperament is elegant, but easy to approach, although there is
a sense of rejection, but that is the civilians do not dare to accost him, but a little? The actual fact

is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a few of the most popular and popular items. The
people who have money will go over and talk to her, and such a feeling of rejection she has ......

So George begged Avril to let her help beg for mercy, Anna is somewhat unconvinced,
after all, George brought him so much trouble, she and Avril met with Lin Haozhi for the first

time, if it is true that only one side of the relationship will be able to beg for mercy, that is not too
simple ......

She was so unconvinced that she had already given George a fruitless ending in her
heart ......
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The first thing she did was to look at Lin Hao with her violet eyes, which were kind and clean,
embarrassed and shy, a request that she herself could hardly begin to make. The first thing you

need to do is to get to know the person you are talking to. much better off, just ......

"Mr. Lin, can I plead for him? Can you spare him?" Ai Weier whispered, her charming
and incomparable eyes were so pitiful that one was embarrassed to refuse ......

Anna sneered in her heart, AiWeier do you think such a man would blur for your beauty?

Lin Hao nodded, Anna's pupils changed dramatically, this ......



It really became!

Avril excitedly ran to Lin Hao's side, then directly pounced on him and kissed him

fiercely, all of which dumbfounded Lin Hao ......

What is this? He is a married man ...... Lin Hao slightly blushed to look at Night One,
Night One directly turned his face away, as if he did not see, this look, this look, familiar
heartache ......

Avril did so, in fact, with her as a European has a great relationship, European etiquette has
included such a part, but the Chinese do not, so Lin Hao old face a red ......

See Lin Hao's shy and incomparable appearance, Avril originally blushed look, instantly
became smiling like a flower, as if she was the one molesting people ...... this moment she is as
beautiful as a young girl budding, is the most beautiful person in the world, a young girl in full

bloom, there is always a beauty that no one can suppress, today's Avril is like this, she feels she
has met her true destiny ......

Can she not be happy that Lin Hao, who is so powerful, was able to grant herself a request
that she was not supposed to fulfill? Excited? Doesn't this show from the side that her words are

still more important to Lin Hao, that Lin Hao cares about her feelings ......

Anna just felt the sky spinning, why! Why! You could say that at this moment, jealousy
has made her face all wrong and she can't breathe ......



It's only been a little while since we met, and you can agree to such an outrageous request?
Is Mr. Lin really such a 'shallow' person? Just because Anna is good looking? So he agreed to her?
If that was true, Anna felt her intestines turning blue with regret. After all, she had come to meet

Lin Hao with Avril, who was just as beautiful as Avril and both had unique charms, Avril with
violet eyes and herself with amber eyes, and when her eyes twinkled, one looked like a purple

gorgeous world and the other like an amber golden house... ...

After George heard this, he just felt his life force reviving, he just took Avril as a lifesaver,
he never thought that it really saved him, this is simply a surprise from heaven ......

George knelt on the ground towards Lin Hao, then knelt and walked to Lin Hao, only he
wanted to make the same situation as he had just pleaded, however what awaited him was a kick,
Lin Hao directly kicked him away, a hard kick directly made George's chest tight, raised his

head to look at Lin Hao, found that Lin Hao was still on cloud nine, Lin Hao opened his mouth and
said, "Don't appear in front of me in the future ."

After a pause, Lin Hao continued, "And don't come to harass Avril again either."

With his hands propped up on the ground, his face incomparably pale, the corners of his
mouth still dripping with bright red blood? Xi Yi Shanshan ground stained Lu Fu? blood, George,
however, kept nodding his head like a man who was fine, "I will, I will ......"

Finkin Gator looked envious, just took a kick and picked up a life, he wanted it himself.
And that's how low George had stooped to beg a favour with Avril, and then the mighty Mr Lim
had actually agreed? If he had also pleaded with Jenny that day, wouldn't that mean that he too
might not have lost half his face? Thinking of this, Finkin-Gate regretted and envied George ......
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Just George drove far away, was Jelly record down the track, at the same time is to arrange an
underhand to chase, he feltMr. Lin is not good in front of that beautiful lady, but he can serve him
is not? After all, he was arrogant in front of Lin Hao, if not to show that, may be later turned out
of the old account, there are their own food ......

The official family of Finkin-Gate dispersed the crowd, Lin Hao took Avril Anna and his
party to the top floor conference room of Lin's new investment in the China World Trade Center,
Finkin-Gate naturally also need to accompany.

Night one wanted to right Lin Hao in, but was refused by Lin Hao, his identity does not

need to be overly exposed, after all, his own line of business needs to be fast, the faster the better,
Xiyan is still waiting for his biochemical technology, he can not be excessively delayed because

of other things, with Avril, give Avril face, is ready to use her relationship, Lin Hao is a man of
pure love ......

Night one Avril and Anna took out of the conference room, Anna's amber eyes kept

looking inside, looking at Finkin-Gate standing as straight as a dog, trembling and afraid. And
then look at the Oriental Chinese man, standing in front of the window, looking at the windy
landscape of Toulouse, at that moment, a feeling of a king looking down into her heart, she felt
that such a man was worthy of her admiration ......

Avril is still in the touching just now, a long time can not extricate themselves, walk a step
a look back, a fear of Lin Hao lost the feeling to show ......

"Your Gator family to me issued that what does not allow me to enter and exit the upper

class you can cancel?" Lin Hao asked, this matter was of great concern, if Finkin Gaither could



resolve this promulgation order, then he could enter the top rich noble level more quickly and then
make contact with the church ......

"Mr. Lin ......" Finkin-Gate was so scared that his legs were weak, because he could not

lift this matter, like huge things are formulated by his father's hand, there is absolutely no chance
for him to contact ...... so when Lin Hao asked, he was extremely afraid, he was too afraid that Lin
Hao was slightly angry ......

Looking at Finkin-Gate's appearance, Lin Hao's heart already has a bottom, this matter
seems Finkin-Gate can not solve, but well, Finkin-Gate's former social resources are still there,
the status is still there, although now is no longer the previous glory, but this is not there he Lin
Hao? Once Finkin-Gate regains his former status again with the help of his own power, wouldn't
it be quicker for him to church him as a puppet before him?

This was definitely a good ploy!

"It's alright, I'm just asking. My purpose is simple, I want to make contact with the
Church!" Lin Hao said indifferently, his voice was plain, but it was a thunderbolt to Finkin-Gate's
ears, contact with the Church! The simple word "church" scared Finkin Gat directly on the ground,
the atmosphere dare not breathe, the church ah, that is the level he wanted to step on before, even
before he relied on the identity of the Gat family heir, but also difficult to contact, he all that? The

ground Yi Zha Shan Wu Yi Aishan? The identity of the church, are not enough, now Mr. Lin said
to contact the church, is not to send death? The Church is the existence that the top noblemen fear,
I heard that there is a very afraid existence in it, only the top noblemen rich and powerful do not

listen to the Church's obedience, will lose their lives for no reason! That kind of silent direct news
from the world brings great fear to countless people in Western Europe ......

Even those who know, when they hear of this presence, their legs go weak ......



Seeing Finkin-Gate so afraid, Lin Hao was not expecting it, Lin Hao shook his head in

disappointment. It seems that if you want Finkin-Gate to stand, you must give him a touch of

confidence, otherwise this kid is completely soft-legged shrimp, it is really hard to imagine that

such a person, but is the heir of the Gate family, but also really the true spirit of the Western

nobility, the battle soft-legged shrimp ......

"The church has a relationship with the biochemicals." Lin Hao spat out softly, finished
looking at Finkin Gaite, see Finkin Gaite nod, Lin Hao is also mildly satisfied, this Finkin Gaite is
not useless. At least know this ......

"That powerful cyborg presence in your family, I can fix that!" Lin Hao said!
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"What!" Finkin Gaite once again the whole body shakes, since the family can make a fortune, he
actually have the idea in his heart, must have something to do with this person, and his father

attaches more importance to this person, than he, the first heir to the throne cares ......

The father said that this person is one of the strongest people in the whole Toulouse, with
him, what other families, in front of them is nothing, this is also why the Gait family in Toulouse
although is one of the top families, but also not the strongest, but can walk in Toulouse, arrogant
and domineering no one to obey the main reason ......

However such a strong person, in Lin Hao's eyes, but he portrayed lightly can be solved?
Could he not be appalled could he not be shocked? This was an existence he could not imagine,
the Gaiters were among the top Toulouse families because of that powerful biochemist, if not for



his existence, the Gaiters would be like Bob, although also a noble family, but did not dare to

follow them like this, no one was convinced ......

A strong man who can pull a not-quite-top noble family hard up to the top noble family,
imagine how powerful!

"What I'm telling you he means is, follow me and do whatever I tell you to do, there's
absolutely nothing wrong with that and you don't have to worry about risking your life." Lin Hao
said to Fenjin Gait, his meaning was obvious, that he wanted Fenjin Gait to not be as timid as he

was now when doing things in the future, he wanted to give Fenjin Gait the feeling that in this

Toulouse, he was the strongest! Even the strongest man in Toulouse was not under his word!

"Yes, yes, yes, just do whatever you tell me to do, absolutely do it, don't dare to have
second thoughts." Finkin-Gate nodded straight, looking serious, without a hint of disobedience.

"Hm." Lin Hao nodded in satisfaction, then asked, "Do you know where the 'X'
organisation's stronghold is?" For X, Lin Hao was still very much concerned, it was about the
regenerating heart, the heart that was still alive after hundreds of years of storage inside that
container, there must be great secrets hidden inside, such as the biochemical technology Lin Hao
cared about, the original material to save Shen Xiyan, etc. ......

"I know." Finkin Gait nodded, then said, "By the Garong River."

"Where's their leader?" Lin Hao then asked, his tone somewhat aggravated as he began to
somewhat expect what Finkin-Gate knew. The 'X' group's stronghold had taken Night One a bit

of time to find, so he had a small thrill when he heard that Finkin-Gate knew ......



Finkin-Gate shook his head with difficulty and then explained in a panic, "The location of
their leader is that the strong man within the family said he didn't know where it was, but of
course he said he could still find out where he was if he was allowed to spend some time looking
for it, only he didn't do it ......"

"It would take a bit of time to find it? How much time is that?" Lin Hao murmured, and
after listening, was still greeted with disappointment. At the same time, it occurred to him that if

it was true that it would take a little time to find the trail of Mohammed Katou, he would still be

willing to do so, depending on how much time it took, of course. But since Bigil could spend a

little time finding Mohammedan Kato, let him spend a little time finding it ......

"It seems that I? Deiyin closed dye wu er zero? ll have to go and meet that strong man

from your family. Hopefully he'll come over to you without me having to meet him." Lin Hao
said to Finkin-Gate, which was a great time saver, but on reflection, Finkin-Gate was still quite
useful ......

When Finkin-Gate saw his role, he was immediately relieved once again in his heart and

hurriedly spoke, "Mr. Lin, Mr. Bigel will definitely come to me! Surely he will!"
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Inside the Gaither family castle old Gaither is conferring face to face with the werewolf Bigil.

The Gates had modernised the castle, after all, the family was very rich and didn't want to
be like Bob. Bob's expenses in maintaining the castle had cost him enough to drink, and Bob's



business acumen was simply awful and he was losing money all the time, he could never afford

to consume another castle if he raised ......

Old Gator tapped his desk with a thumb-thick cigar and looked at Biggles sitting across

from him, his mind at rest? I cover the whisk love zero whisk will? Steady more, old Gaiter

whispered, "Biggil, Finkin has fallen into the hands of Lin Hao again."

Bigir nodded, signalling that he knew the news, and he spoke back with a sullen face,
"This Chinese is very strong, when Mohammad Kato walked away wounded, the three of us were
in a stalemate. After this Chinese came out, very tacitly, he chose to leave. I can't forget the pair
of sharp eyes that swept over the three of us after he came out in one piece, with the look that if we
didn't leave again, he would have a fight with the three of us ......"

"Eyes like that I haven't seen in years ......" Biggle began to remember and couldn't help
but shudder.

The old Gaither frowned deeper and deeper as Biggill all but revealed a face of

unprecedented distress, didn't it amount to this Chinese man being a very powerful enemy? I'm
afraid this is an unprecedented peril for the Gaither family after they have made their fortunes
again ......

"Finkin be damned!" Old Gaiter roared low, but still said to Biggle, "Biggle, do you have
a way to save him? I mean to save or not to save, you just have to go forward and see what the

other side is like ......"

After seeing Biggert's face, Old Gator already had his choice, which was to be able to
choose to give up a certain person in the face of relative difficulties and use this to quench the



other's anger. The old Gaiter can have such a choice has a great relationship with the existence of

such as Bigir, how he made his fortune he knows best, without Bigir, there would be no current

Gaiter family ......

So when faced with an existence like Bigel's, his greatest reliance was on Bigel, and once
Bigel was unwilling to fight to the death with the other side, he had no choice but to beg for the

best ......

"I can go and meet him. It's just that this is the second time, Geert, that the agreement
between us is missing for another few decades ......" Bigir said solemnly as he looked at old

Geert.

At these words old Gait mourned in silence, his relationship with Bigil was not a normal
employment relationship, but one of equality and mutual help. He invited Bigir as a reward for the
Heart of Regeneration, and Bigir used his strength to protect the Gaite family to pay for the price

of the Heart of Regeneration, and such a relationship existed between the two. And there is a time
limit, this limit time for two hundred years limit, of course on top of this limit clause, there is a
very caustic increase in the year clause, after all, Biggill has lived for hundreds of years, the old
Gait does not know how long he can still live, so when the cooperation was signed has its own

selfishness, added a lot of terms, only at present these decades, increase in the year clause has not
been achieved, on the contrary It's because Finkin-Gate lost fifty consecutive years of protected

time ......

"I know. But this danger, I need to know how big it really is and whether it can shake the

foundation of the Gaither family ......" Old Gaither heard that another few decades were missing,
the whole person instantly aged quite a few years ......

Old Gator's heart wailed, Finkin, you are simply the sinner of the Gator family!
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Bigil knew what old Gat's beliefs were, and did not persuade. After all, the two had been

acquainted for over twenty years and he knew enough about Bigil's character.

"Then we can only hope that nothing happens to Finkin." Bigil said kindly, Finkin had
grown up under his watch, and although he hadn't given much of himself to these people, people,
as such, were not cold-blooded animals.

"Thank you." The old Gator thanked him wordlessly, his thoughts still stuck on the events
of the family, the moment he abandoned Finkin Gator, his heart already had a relatively extreme
answer, that is, Finkin Gator was already a dead man ......

At night, the entire outer shore of the Sea of Heaven is lit up with lights, the multicoloured
neon lights reflecting the shimmering light on the sea, and the distant sea vessels are like

lighthouses calling out to the lost souls ......

At night, the sky and the sea are also prosperous, whether it is the Bund or the Oriental

Pearl, both are unparalleled prosperity ......

When Leng Qiuya opened the door and saw Jiu Tianxuan, even though they had met, she
was still amazed by how beautiful and elegant Jiu Tianxuan was. To be honest, with such a
beautiful woman by Lin Hao's side, she felt pressure for Shen Xiyan. Even if her own daughter
was pretty herself, there was still a strong pressure to face her! After all, could any woman with

such a beautiful woman by her side not feel a psychological burden?



"Greetings, Mama Xiyan." Jiu Tian Xuan gentle Xian asked a hello, gently stroked the

broken hair at the tip of her ear, under the light, the fair and incomparable side of her face, looked
even whiter like snow, that one pink ear, looked crystal clear up. Holy beautiful high Yan Yong Ya
at this moment, all can go to describe her, white like snow, white like snow ......

"Hello, hello." Leng Qiu Ya squeezed out a smile and replied, while pushing the door open
a bit before turning back to the living room and shouting, "The Jiu Tian girl is here."

Wang Shufen hurriedly climbed up from inside the guest room, then walked straight over,
Leng Qiuyia had already guided Jiu Tianxuan to the living room, but did not give her to a cup of
tea, which left Jiu Tianxuan with an empty hand, only when Wang Shufen approached, she
realized that she did not have a cup of tea in her hand,Wang Shufen hurriedly went to pour the tea

again, causing her own grooming did not have time to organize ......

"Thank you, Mama Xiyan." After receiving the tea Jiu Tian Xuan lightly sip a mouthful of
tea, natural and rosy lips emitting a stunning beauty, not the kind of lipstick can replace no, she is
the embodiment of perfection, even angels will be jealous of its beautiful existence ......

Wang Shufen looked at Jiu Tianxuan so close, it was like admiring a flawless work of art,
for a long time could not move away from her face ......

"I came this time because the Lin family head said for me to take a look at Madam Lin's
body, only to visit late at night and disturb you guys a bit, I'm really sorry ......" Jiu Tianxuan
lowered his head and said with some embarrassment.



"No, no." Not waiting for Wang Shufen to speak, Leng Qiuya directly spoke, she did not
expect that this Jiu Tian Xuan came over late at night to see Shen Xiyan, secretly thinking that just
now should not treat people like this ......

"Thank you, Miss Jiu Tian Xuan." Wang Shufen also hurriedly said thanks.

"Having Miss Jiu Tian come over to help look after her is a blessing for Xiyan, Miss Jiu

Tian, I'll take you over to see Xiyan. The first time she got pregnant, she encountered this kind of
thing. "Xiyan mother, Xiyan will not be a problem, the Lin family master will certainly not let

Xiyan be okay."

"With your words I am relieved ......" Leng Qiu Ya heatedly smiled and led Jiu Tian Xuan
towards Shen Xiyan's room, followed by Wang Shu Fen, who then had time to tidy up her messy
hair a little. The last few days she has not been in a very good mood because of Shen Xiyan's
health, especially when she reported to Lin Hao about Shen Xiyan's health, she could feel that Lin

Hao was also very headache, and she knew in her heart that Shen Xiyan's? The actual fact is that

you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal on this. The illness is not very well
handled ......
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Shen Xiyan was lying on the big bed room, with a face of yong and noble beauty, the corners of
her mouth slightly raised from time to time, thinking that she must have dreamed of Lin Hao in

her sleep ......

Jiu Tian Xuan looked at Shen Xiyan's appearance and stretched out his incomparably

white hand to touch Shen Xiyan's bright moon-like forehead, the two were as white and tender as
each other, and when Jiu Tian Xuan's cold touch touched her forehead, Shen Xiyan woke up
directly from her sleep ......



"Madam Lin, good evening, I was invited here by the Lin family head, he said to let me
see how your fetus is doing ......" Jiu Tian Xuan is an extremely intelligent person, naturally he
would not directly say that the disease in Shen Xiyan's head has not been cured, this disease, only
she their Nine Heavenly Clan Several people and Lin Hao know, Jiu Tian Xuan naturally will not
directly expose in front of Shen Xiyan's family ......

"Oh oh, thanks." Shen Xiyan originally had a refusal, heard for the sake of the child, all of
a sudden let go of caution, now her has gradually towards the role of mother, mother is great, is
sacred, many mothers are like this, only a breath, are back to take care of children ......

Jiu Tian Xuan directly took Shen Xiyan's pulse, and according to what she said before,
found that the problem was that because Shen Xiyan was pregnant, most of her own nutrients were
absorbed by the fetus, resulting in a shortage of her own supply and a gradual deterioration of her
body ......

The reason why you are drowsy is because you are just pregnant and the fetus is absorbing
too much nutrients, now you need more nutrients. It's fine to starve yourself when you're pregnant,
but you can't starve the baby."

"I told you, you're pregnant and you still don't eat more. Now you know, people's doctors
are telling you to eat more ......"

"I told you to eat earlier, you keep saying you want to keep your figure, you're going to be
a mother now, let the baby eat first, after you give birth, then it's not too late to keep your
figure ......"



After hearing Jiu Tian Xuan's words, Leng Qiuya and Wang Shufen both let out a huge

sigh of relief, releasing all the worries they had previously pressed into the bottom of their hearts.

They all knew about Jiu Tian Xuan's medical skills, after all, Jiu Tian Xuan was present
when they saved Shen Xiyan last time ......

"Then, I will definitely take more in the future." Shen Xiyan paused and could only say so.

Wang Shufen and Leng Qiuya looked at each other with a smile ......

From inside the courtyard where Shen Xiyan lived, Jiu Tian Xuan sent a message to Lin
Hao, saying that he had confirmed that Shen Xiyan's condition was the problem he had guessed

before, but still instructed Lin Hao to speed up and find the biochemical technology in Western

Europe, otherwise it would be difficult to pull Shen Xiyan back from the ghost gate like he did last

time... ...

Hanging up the phone, Lin Hao stood in the conference room of Lin's new investment in

the China World Trade Center propped up against the window opening, his mood once again

depressed, standing behind him Finkin-Gate felt the change in Lin Hao's breath, his heart
thumping violently ......

"Ding ding ding ding~~" Finkin-Gate's mobile phone rang.



Finkin-Gate was startled by the ringing of the phone, while his hands and feet grabbed the
phone, and also while carefully looking at Lin Hao, afraid of disturbing Lin Hao, found that Lin

Hao's body did not even move a little, then he was relieved ......

"Hello." Finkin-Gate did not even look at who the caller was, and pressed to connect,
asking directly with anger.

"Finkin!" The elder Gaither was outright shaken with anger at the sight of his son's tone
towards him.

"Father.? Pah-dye sah-dye sah-dye sah-lu?" Finkin Gaither whimpered.

"Hmm. Later Biggle will pass, you need not worry now." Old Gator said.

Only instead of Finkin Gat's excited voice, what awaited him was a flat, "Hm." Indicating
that he knew, this caused Old Gator to freeze and at the same time hang up the phone straight

away in some anger. He had old thought that if he said Biggle had passed, Finkin-Gate would be

so excited that he would shout his gratitude ......

Only he didn't know that Finkin-Gate had been thinking about how to call Biggert out, but
he didn't want his own father to call him out, which saved Finkin-Gate a lot of heartache, and as
for why he wasn't excited? It was because the feeling Lin Hao gave him had surpassed the horror

of Bigir's existence! At this time he would rather choose to believe that Lin Hao was able to keep
him alive than Bigil, nor his own father ......



"Mr. Lin, Bigir is on his way here ......" said Finkin-Gate, also relieved, after all, although
he said before that Bigir would come over to him, but he was not sure that he would really come
over, now that he said he was coming, his heart was on the ground for a minute ......
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No one could see it, but a silver wolf leapt across the sky so fast that even radar could only catch
a glimpse of it, and when the defending forces of Toulouse, F, saw the sighting again, which they
had only caught a few times in a hundred years, they reported it directly to the highest authorities,
who gave them three exclamation marks and a deadly watch for any sign of it, and told them not

to disturb it! They were told not to disturb them, not to disturb them, not to disturb them! The
important thing was said three times, making the radar soldiers who were watching the trail sweat
profusely and at the same time be appalled, what was it that could have such a bizarre speed?
Could it be M's secret weapon?

Bigel felt Lin Hao's aura, the terrifying aura emanating from it, shocking him beyond

measure, he knew how big the aura he had released, as well as how much the other two senior

biochemists had released, but he could be sure that the aura Lin Hao had released was definitely

bigger than theirs, even bigger than the three of them put together, this kind of terror, once again,
shocked Bigel for a moment ......

And, what he didn't know, if he didn't come out this time, then the next time he came out
in front of Lin Hao, it would be the day of his death!

When he came to Lin Hao, Lin Hao took a quiet glance at Bigir, the symbol of this man's
life force gave him an extremely familiar feeling? meaning Shan'er closed Wu Ai'er Wu? s

feeling that it was pale! The feeling of being old and vigorous, of being old and strong ......



"Your feeling is very familiar to me. At the same time it reminds me of a person, Pale.
This person I don't know if you know." Lin Hao spoke first in a light and incomparably relaxed

tone.

Bigir was also bitter for a moment when he heard Lin Hao speak about Cang right out of

the blue. Having lived for hundreds of years, there weren't many existences that threatened him,
even the two newly promoted senior biochemists in Toulouse in recent years didn't put him under

a hint of pressure ......

But hearing Cang still gave him a powerful sense of oppression.

Seeing Bigel's expression had become grave, Lin Hao then sensed that Bigel and Cang

should have crossed paths, as to what kind of cross paths, he did not care, because, Cang died

under him.

"Does Zu know?" Lin Hao then threw out a question.

"I... I know." Bigir no longer looked as strong and calm as before and nodded his head.

He was actually more afraid of Zu than Cang. Because they biochemists didn't go to
China much, not that they didn't go much, but the Church wouldn't let them go to China, but the
Pope of the Church would order them to go to the East! And he, in his early years, had been to

East Japan and had seen countless biochemicals die under Zu in a great battle, that powerful man,
incomparably powerful, so powerful that it was suffocating, such a suffocating feeling! It
reminded him of the feeling he had back when he met the Pope back when he was promoted to
senior biochemist ......



"They all died under me." After saying that Lin Hao's breath was directly released, I'm
afraid that the aura made Fenjin Gaite's legs directly go weak and he directly kneeled on the

ground, no matter how much he struggled, he couldn't support his body, at the same time when
he looked up to see Bigir, he found that Bigir, a terrifying and secretive existence, was also
sweating profusely at this time and his body was trembling slightly ......

He didn't know what Lin Hao had said to create this situation that had made Bigir fearful,
but it was absolutely good news for him! Because Lin Hao really was stronger than Bigir! His
choice was absolutely right in existence, he was forced to bet right ...... his heart was cheering!

Chapter 1090

"Wh, what!" Bigel knew that Zu was dead, but not that Pale was dead. The problem with knowing

that Zu was dead was that he had learned about it during a great gathering of biochemists from all
the southern cities of F last time, when many senior biochemists discussed it together, and at that
time he was appalled at what kind of person was able to kill Zu, at that time he thought it was the
Pope, and then someone denied his idea and said it was a strong man from China!

At that time, when he heard that it was a strong man from China, Bigel felt less shocked,
China was a very terrifying country, a civilisation that had not been in shortage a few years ago,
and the strong men in that country were extremely powerful and strong. For example, the East
Japan Endurance League, Bigel knew something about the origins of the Endurance League,
saying that a thousand years ago the Chinese power was ready to liberate East Japan in a simple
ferry back in the days when technology was scarce, but then because a typhoon rescued them,
they used this as a sacred offering, and so the turbans on their heads had the word 'Kamikaze' on
them ......

As for Aoi. Why did he act less divine when he had also faced Pale, and that too shortly
after? Sanzai Ai closed the ground Wu Yi Ai? before. But that time Cang faced the Pope out and



was driven out of the West by them, and even suffered a very serious injury, so that when they
faced Cang, no, when they faced Cang in the West, their hearts were still in the bottom of their

hearts, after all, in front of such super powerful and strong people in the West, it was still difficult
for Cang to do whatever he wanted ...... This is also the reason why Bigel was not afraid of Cang
The reason is that they, the biochemicals, will take up the missions distributed by the Church, and
these missions definitely let them, the biochemicals, go to China ......

Of course if he were to face Cang alone, I'm afraid he would be looking for death ......

However such two super strong existences, both died in the hands of this young man in

front of him, making him hard to believe. But the terror he exudes, as well as his confidence, and
strength, make him believe. But he still held some doubts, and that was because the aura that Lin
Hao exuded definitely did not reach the kind of terror that Cang and Ancestor as well as the Pope
had ......

Or sensed Bigel's suspicion, then lost a laugh and only slightly explained, "My strength,
can't go with the general manifestation of aura to classify. But if he had taken me lightly because
of this, I think he would have the same fate as Cang and Zu ......"

"Yes, yes." Bigel nodded straight, then inquired in a small voice, "Mr. Lin, I am here this

time, mainly on behalf of the Gaite family, and would like to ask what kind of attitude you hold
towards the Gaite family's offense?" After living for hundreds of years, but without the sharpness
of youth, has long learned all kinds of commiserate, lend a hand, the matter does not care about
the person's style of doing things ...... so Bigel directly raised the Gaiter family, set himself aside

clearly ......

"I know." Lin Hao said directly, at the same time directly asked, without a hint of
obscurity directly asked, "The reason you are linked together with the Gaiter family is not because
the Gaiter family has the existence of the heart of regeneration inside?"



Bigel was shaken by Lin Hao's question, this secret, he had never told, and this secret, he
felt that in this world, except for the existence of the Pope like early to know beforehand, other
people are afraid that because of the recent Golephant Castle incident was exposed, but Lin Hao,
this Chinese people also know, let him still some disbelief ......

He had to wonder what Lin Hao was prepared to know with this enquiry ......
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